In recent work of the authors the notion of a derivation being approximately semi-inner arose as a tool for investigating (approximate) amenability questions for Banach algebras. Here we investigate this property in its own right, together with the consequent one of approximately semi-amenability. Under certain hypotheses regarding approximate identities this new notion is the same as approximate amenability, but more generally it covers some important classes of algebras which are not approximately amenable, in particular Segal algebras on amenable SIN-groups.
Introduction
The concept of amenability for a Banach algebra, introduced by Johnson in [19] , has proved to be of enormous importance in Banach algebra theory. In [11] , and subsequently in [16] , several modifications of this notion were introduced, in particular that of approximate amenability; and much work has been done in the last 10 years or so, [10, 7, 6, 15, 9, 13, 14] , for example. See also [32] for a recent survey. More recently, [12] investigated the situation for tensor products, and,en passant, introduced the notions to be considered here.
Let A be an algebra, X an A-bimodule. A derivation is a linear map D :
A → X such that D(ab) = a · D(b) + D(a) · b (a, b ∈ A) . For ξ ∈ X, set ad ξ : a → a · ξ − ξ · a, A → X. Then ad ξ is a derivation; these are the inner derivations. Let A be a Banach algebra, X be a Banach A-bimodule. A continuous derivation D : A → X is approximately inner if there is a net (ξ i ) in X such that D(a) = lim i (a · ξ i − ξ i · a) (a ∈ A) , so that D = lim i ad xi in the strong-operator topology of B(A, X).
Definition 1.1. [11, 16] Let A be a Banach algebra. Then A is approximately amenable (resp. approximately contractible) if, for each Banach A-bimodule X, every continuous derivation D : A → X * (resp. D : A → X), is approximately inner. If it is always possible to choose the approximating net (ad ξi ) to be bounded (with the bound dependent only on D) then A is boundedly approximately amenable (resp. boundedly approximately contractible).
Of course A is amenable (resp. contractible) if every continuous derivation D : A → X * (resp. D : A → X), is inner, for every Banach A-bimodule X.
During final preparations of this paper, the article [21] appeared on the arXiv. The authors there refer to [12] for the introduction of the terminology semi-inner and semi-amenability. However they have overlooked [12, Corollary 3.5 and Remark 3.6], cf. Proposition 2.2 (iii) below, which shows that the notions of semi-amenability and amenability coincide. Similarly, semicontractibility and contractibility coincide. In particular, this answers the final Problem in [21] . The paper [22] , by the same authors and one other, has the same oversight. More recently, the same authors have listed [23] on the arXiv. Unfortunately, there are numerous errors in [23] .
Semi-inner derivations
The following definition was given in [12] . This type of mapping is not new, see [4, 3, 8] , where they are called 'generalized inner (derivations)', but the additional condition that they actually be derivations puts a different perspective on the situation. Definition 2.1. Let A be an algebra, X an A-bimodule. A linear map D : A → X is semi-inner if there are m, n ∈ X such that D(a) = ad ξ,η (a) := a · ξ − η · a (a ∈ A) .
Supposing that D is in fact a derivation, then ξ − η is highly constrained. The derivation identity shows that if ad ξ,η is a derivation then a · (ξ − η) · b = 0 (a, b ∈ A) .
Conversely, if ξ, η ∈ X satisfy (2) then it is immediate that ad ξ,η is a derivation. It was shown in [12] that semi-inner is indeed a strictly weaker notion than inner, but that in many situations of interest the notions coincide. Proposition 2.2. ([12, Proposition 3.3, Corollary 3.5]) Let A be a Banach algebra, X a Banach A-bimodule, D : A → X (resp. D : A → X * ) a derivation. Suppose that D is semi-inner. Then in each of the following cases D is inner:
(i) A has left and right approximate identities for X; (ii) D : A → X * and X is neo-unital; (iii) D : A → X * and A has a bounded approximate identity .
In particular, if A is semi-amenable then A is amenable. ✷ Definition 2.3. For a Banach algebra A and a Banach A-bimodule X, a con-
that is, D is the limit in the strong operator topology of the net (ad ξi,ηi ).
Note that in distinction to when a derivation is approximately inner, the approximating operators here are not a priori supposed to be derivations. How-
and D is a derivation, then the product rule yields a parallel to (2) :
In considering approximately semi-inner derivations, both (4) and (5) need to be taken into account. Proof. Let X be a general Banach A-bimodule, D : A → X a continuous derivation. For the moment consider D : A → X * * . Let (e α ) be a central bounded approximate identity for A. By Cohen's factorization theorem, X * ess = A·X * ·A is a neo-unital A-bimodule. Let E be a limit point in the weak * -operator topology of the left multiplication operators on X * * by the elements e α , F similarly for right multiplication. Then E and F are commuting A-bimodule morphisms of X * * into itself, and give a decomposition These are easily seen to be derivations into the corresponding summands in (6) . Since A has trivial action on the right of E(I − F )X * * , and has a bounded approximate identity, we conclude that D 2 is approximately inner, with a bounded net of implementing elements (whence D 2 is inner). Similarly for D 3 .
Thus we may reduce to D 1 mapping into the bimodule EF X * * which can be viewed as the dual module of the module X * ess . Now suppose that D is approximately semi-inner. We have nets (ξ j ), (η j ) in X such that for any a, b ∈ A,
Then for a ∈ A,
Then (7) and (8) give, using centrality of the bounded approximate identity,
By considering finite subsets of A and X * we can find a net (x * * δ ) ⊂ X * * such that
Since D 2 and D 3 are approximately inner we deduce that D is weak * -approximately inner. Again the standard method of considering finite subsets of A and X * together with Goldstine theorem and a version of Hahn-Banach theorem, give a net (x γ ) ⊂ X such that
and the proof is complete.
We make the following definitions. Each notion is clearly stronger than the one following it; in fact all three will turn out to be equivalent.
Definition 2.5. The Banach algebra A is
• approximately semi-contractible if for any Banach A-bimodule X, any continuous derivation D : A → X is approximately semi-inner.
• approximately semi-amenable if for any Banach A-bimodule X, any continuous derivation D : A → X * is approximately semi-inner.
• weak * -approximately semi-amenable if for any Banach A-bimodule X, any continuous derivation D : A → X * can be approximated weak * by semiinner mappings.
Theorem 2.6. The Banach algebra A is approximately semi-contractible if and only if there are nets (ξ i ) and (η i ) in A # ⊗A # such that, with e the adjoined identity,
Conversely, suppose (ξ i ) and (η i ) satisfy clauses 1 and 2. Let D : A → X be a continuous derivation into a Banach A-bimodule X.
and ϕ(a · ξ) = a · ξ .
Thus
But LHS → 0 by hypothesis, whence
Remark 2.7. The above argument is standard, the details have been included as they show that we may replace clause 2 above by the equality π(ξ i ) = π(η i ) = e . Analogously, the same holds in the next two results, so these are stated with the stronger clause 2.
Thanks to Theorem 2.11 below, Theorem 2.6 and the next two results are giving different formulations of the same concept. The proofs are minor variants of those of Theorem 2.6, making use of the natural projection X * * * → X * for any Banach space X.
Theorem 2.8. The Banach algebra A is approximately semi-amenable if and only if there are nets (ξ i ) and (η i ) in (A # ⊗A # ) * * such that, with e the adjoined identity, and π : A # ⊗A # → A # the product map,
Remark 2.9. This result immediately shows that in the unital case approximate semi-amenability implies approximate amenability, a weak form of Theorem 2.12 below.
Theorem 2.10. The Banach algebra A is weak * -approximately semi-amenable if and only if there are nets (ξ i ) and (η i ) in (A # ⊗A # ) * * such that, with e the adjoined identity,
We now have the following parallel to [16, Theorem 2.1] . It shows that the variants of Definition 2.5 are in fact the same, and its proof uses an argument somewhat similar to the argument of Proposition 2.4.
Theorem 2.11. For a Banach algebra A, the following are equivalent:
Henceforth we will use the terms approximately semi-amenable and approximately semi-contractible interchangeably. Proof. The first result uses standard argument with A as a Banach A-bimodule with trivial action on one side. For the second, just use the standard argument of reducing to the neo-unital case, and extending to the multiplier algebra. See [19, 11] .
It is the same argument that shows that semi-amenable implies the existence of a bounded approximate identity. The following strengthens part of Theorem 2.13, we do not know whether J is always approximately semi-amenable. See Theorem 5.10 below for a sufficient condition for this to be the case.
Theorem 2.14. Suppose that A is approximately semi-amenable, and that J is a closed complemented ideal of A. Then J has left and right approximate identities.
Proof. Let P : A → J be a bounded projection. Adjoin an identity e to A, and extend P :
Take a finite set F ⊂ J and set K = max{1, f : f ∈ F }, and take ε > 0. Then by approximate semi-amen-
, and π(η) − e < ε/(2K). We may assume that for some
Thus J has a right approximate identity. Interchanging the roles of ξ and η gives a left approximate identity.
Remark 2.15. Recall that a subspace E of a normed space X is approximately complemented in X is for any compact subset K of E and any ε > 0 there is a continuous operator P : X → E such that x − P x < ε for all x ∈ K, [31] . It is boundedly approximately complemented if this can be done with P K for some fixed K > 0. In the bounded case it is easily seen that the condition holds if and only if it holds for all finite sets E ⊂ X. A small variant to the proof shows that Theorem 2.14 holds with J boundedly approximately complemented.
Bounded variants
Definition 3.1. For a Banach algebra A and a Banach A-bimodule X, a con-
Parallel to (5) we have as a consequence
We will see below in Example 3.8 that such derivations need not be approximately inner.
We have the following variant of Definition 2.5. Once again, each notion is clearly stronger than the one following; however this time there is no equivalence.
Definition 3.2. The Banach algebra A is
• boundedly approximately semi-contractible if for any Banach A-bimodule X, any continuous derivation D : A → X is boundedly approximately semi-inner.
• boundedly approximately semi-amenable if for any Banach A-bimodule X, any continuous derivation D : A → X * is boundedly approximately semiinner.
• weak * -boundedly approximately semi-amenable if for any Banach A-bimodule X, any continuous derivation D : A → X * can be boundedly approximated weak * by semi-inner mappings.
There are corresponding variants of Theorems 2.6, 2.8 and 2.10, just by adding in condition (ii). We will only state the first two of these.
Theorem 3.3. The Banach algebra A is boundedly approximately semi-contractible if and only if there is a constant K, and nets
where e is the adjoined identity. ✷ A priori, K BASC (A) could be 0. Supposing it were 0, then for each k, there are nets (ξ
But then choosing any element j k from the i(k) from the k-th index set, and
Thus for these sequences we have clause 1 holding uniformly on a = 1. So by Theorem 6.3 below, A is contractible. 3. for all i, π * * (ξ i ) = e and π * * (η i ) = e . ✷ Definition 3.6. The bounded approximate semi-amenability constant of a Banach algebra A, denoted K BASC (A), is the infimum of all the K satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3.5, or +∞ if there is no such K.
Once again, if K BASA (A) = 0 then A is amenable (and conversely).
In [16] it is shown that approximate amenability and approximate contractibility are the same, and Theorem 2.11 above shows the result holds with the qualifier 'semi'. On the other hand, [14] shows that approximately amenable and boundedly approximately amenable are distinct notions. Being boundedly approximately amenable, it is trivially boundedly approximately semi-amenable, so this latter notion is therefore strictly weaker than bounded approximate semi-contractibility.
In [12, Example 3.7] we showed that the algebras ℓ p , (1 p < ∞), with pointwise product, are approximately semi-amenable. In fact we can say more: 
where e is the adjoined identity. Then π(ξ k ) = π(η k ) = e, and for each a = (a j) ∈ ℓ p ,
Proposition 3.9. Let A be a Banach algebra which does not have an identity. Suppose that Φ A is infinite and that
Then
for some ζ ∈ A ⊗A. Take ε > 0, and suppose that A is boundedly approximately semi-contractible. Since a · ξ − η · a a + aF + a + Ga , by choosing ξ and η such that for any a ∈ A,
we have, for any ϕ ∈ Φ A ,
Taking the limit over α, K BASC (A) + ε 2ρδ, for each 0 < ρ < 1, each ε > 0. It follows that K BASC (A) 2δ.
Note that if A has a bounded approximate identity of norm m, then δ 1/m in the above.
A sufficient condition for (9) to hold is the following. The hypothesis here is certainly not necessary -in particular it excludes ℓ p . Proof. By [26, Theorem 1.3] there are n ∈ N and M > 0 such that for x ∈ A, there exist x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ A such that
Thus for any ϕ ∈ Φ A ,
It is immediate that ϕ M −1 . 
The same holds for boundedly approximately semi-amenable.
Since Θ is surjective, D is approximately semi-inner.
In the bounded case, given ε > 0, we can choose (ξ i ) and (η i ) such that for
By the open mapping theorem there is a constant
Thus B is boundedly approximately semi-contractible. The boundedly semi-amenable case is similar. In the quotient case K ′ = 1.
In the case of a SIN-group, the next result follows from Theorem 2.12, or from Theorem 4.1. 
Now continue the argument of [11, Theorem 3.2], with (η i ) in place of (ξ i ), to get G amenable. Proof. L 1 (G) * * has a right identity, and the hypothesis means it has left and right approximate identities. Thus it has an identity. But then it is approximately amenable, Corollary 2.12, so G is finite by [11, Theorem 3.3] 
Examples

Segal algebras
For a locally compact group G a subspace S(G) of L 1 (G) is a Segal algebra if it satisfies the following:
These refer to a Banach space, but it follows that S(G) is a Banach algebra under · S(G) . Indeed, S(G) is a left ideal of L 1 (G), and h * f S(G)
. See [28, A3] for further details.
Recall that a locally compact group G is called SIN if it has a basis of compact neighbourhoods of the identity each of which is invariant under all the inner automorphisms of the group. This is equivalent to L 1 (G) having a central bounded approximate identity [24, Theorem 1(b) and Remark]. (3) ⇒ (2). Let G be an amenable group, let X be a Banach S(G)-bimodule, and D : S(G) → X * a continuous derivation. By [24, Theorem 1(b) and Remark] there is an approximate identity of S(G), (e i ), that is a central and bounded in L 1 (G). Take elements g, h ∈ G. Then
Letting δ (gh) −1 * e 2 i act on the left of (10), and noting that (e i ) is central, we find
Now S(G) = L 1 (G) * S(G) by the Cohen factorization theorem for modules, [18, VIII.32 .50], so given ϕ ∈ S(G), ϕ = h * ϑ for some h ∈ L 1 (G), ϑ ∈ S(G). Since t → δ t * h from G to L 1 (G) is left-uniformly continuous, the same is true for the map t → δ t * ϕ from G to S(G). Thus for each x ∈ X, and each index i, the functions
are bounded and left-uniformly continuous on G.
Let M be an invariant mean on the space of bounded left-uniformly continuous functions on G. Define functionals
Then for x ∈ X, for any s ∈ G, invariance of M gives
Now
. Taking the action on the left by δ s * e i , and recalling the centrality of e i ,
It is immediate that (13) holds for any measure µ on G which is a finite linear combination of point masses. Then since the discrete measures of finite support are dense in M (G) in the strong operator topology of M (G) acting on S(G), (13) holds for any µ = ϕ ∈ S(G). Hence we can write
where ξ i = e i · x * i and η i = (e 2 i · y * i − D(e 4 i )) · e i . For ϕ ∈ S(G), certainly ϕ * e i − ϕ S(G)
Here we have used the · 1 -boundedness of (e i ). Taking the limit over i in (14) , it follows that
so that D is approximately semi-inner.
(2) ⇒ (1) is trivial. 
Then π(ξ α ) = π(η α ) = e, and a · ξ α − η α · a = (a − e α ⊗ e + e ⊗ (a − ae α ) → 0 . Proof. ℓ 1 (N ∧ , ω) is isomorphic to the Feinstein algebra A ω , [9, 3.2] .
By Proposition 2.4, being approximately amenable and approximately semiamenable are the same for ℓ 1 (N ∨ , ω) . Supposing, then, that ℓ 1 (N ∨ , ω) is approximately amenable, [9, 3.11] , gives ℓ 1 (N ∧ , ω) is approximately amenable, and so we have lim inf n→∞ ω n < ∞ by [9, Theorem 3.10]. Conversely, if this limit is finite, then the calculation (for a suitable subsequence) at the end of [16, Example 4.6] shows that ℓ 1 (N ∨ , ω) is approximately amenable. (N ∧ , ω) is, if and only if lim inf n→∞ ω n < ∞.
Sums and products of approximately semi-amenable algebras
It is known that if A and B are approximately amenable then in general A ⊕ B can fail to be approximately amenable, even with B = A op , [13] . The situation for A ⊕ A is open for general A.
The situation for approximate semi-amenability is rather better. Proof. (i) By Theorem 2.13, A has a left (e α ) and a right (f β ) approximate identity, as does B, (g γ ) and (h δ ). By Theorem 2.11 approximately semi-amenable is the same as approximately semi-contractible. Let X be a Banach (A ⊕ B)-bimodule, D : A ⊕ B → X be a continuous derivation. Take ε > 0 and a 1 , . . . a k ∈ A, b 1 , . . . b k ∈ B. Considering D| A and D| B , there are x, y, w, z ∈ X such that D(a i ⊕ 0) − (a i ⊕ 0) · x + y · (a i ⊕ 0) < ε/2 (i = 1, . . . , k) , and also w, z ∈ X such that
Then there is α, β, γ, δ such that
and
Now (15) can be rewritten as D(a i ⊕0)−(a i ⊕b i )·((f β ⊕0)·x)+(y ·(e α ⊕0))·(a i ⊕b i ) < ε/2 (i = 1, . . . , k) , (17) and (16) as D(0⊕b i )−((a i ⊕b i ))·(0⊕h δ )·w +(z ·(0⊕g γ ))·(a i ⊕b i ) < ε/2 (i = 1, . . . , k) .
(18) It follows that
(ii) Although bounded approximate semi-amenability and bounded approximate semi-contractibility are distinct notions (Proposition 3.7), the same proof holds in both cases. Suppose that X is an (A ⊕ B)-Banach bimodule, and D : A ⊕ B → X is a continuous derivation. Clearly X is naturally both an A-and a B-Banach bimodule, and D| A⊕0 → X, D| 0⊕B → X are continuous derivations. Thus there are nets (x i ), (y i ), (u j ), (v j ) ⊂ X and a constant K > 0 such that
Let (e α ) (resp. (f β )) be multiplier bounded central approximate identities in A (resp. B), with multiplier bound M . Take ε > 0 and a 1 , . . . a k ∈ A, b 1 , . . . b k ∈ B. Then as in (i), there are α, β, γ, δ and x, y, w, z ∈ X such that for i = 1, . . . , k, equations (17) and (18) hold, together with, using centrality,
The result follows as in (i).
The converse holds by Theorem 3.11.
Corollary 5.2. The class of approximately semi-amenable Banach algebras is closed under finite direct sums. In particular, the direct sum of two approximately amenable algebras is approximately semi-amenable, though it may fail to be approximately amenable.
The arguments of the next two results are very similar, but there are subtle differences which raise further questions. For a set S, denote by F the collection of the finite subsets of S, directed by set inclusion. For F ∈ F , set P F to be the characteristic function of F . Thus (P F ) is the standard multiplier-bounded approximate identity of ℓ 1 (S, C). Note that the analogue of Theorem 5.4 for approximately amenable algebras is true in the unital case (proof follows), but is false in general (even for finite sums [13, Theorem 4.1] ). 
where e λ denotes the identity of A λ . Set B F = E F A, and define D F (a) = D(E F (a)). Then by [11, Lemma 2.4] ,
by boundedness of (η F ), and (E F ) being a bounded approximate identity for A. Thus
Thus given ε > 0, and a 1 , . . . , a k ∈ A, there is ξ F i + η F ∈ X * such that
For infinite Λ, ℓ p (A λ ) contains an isometric copy of ℓ p , and so has a SUM configuration, whence it fails to be approximately amenable, [ 
Similarly for f β . Then for a ∈ c 0 (A λ ), e α (λ)a = e λi αi a λi λ = λ i 0 otherwise.
Thus e α (λ)a − a = max
Given ε > 0 first choose F such that the second term is less than ε/2, then, for this fixed F , take α λ1 i , . . . , α λ |F | |F | such that the first term is less than ε/2. Then e α (λ)a − a < ε, and hence (e α ) is a left approximate identity for c 0 (A λ ).
Similarly for (f β ) on the right.
For a continuous derivation D : c 0 (A λ ) → X into a Banach c 0 (A λ )-bimodule, its restriction to P F c 0 (A λ ) is approximately semi-inner, implemented by (ξ F i ), (η F i ). Thus for a ∈ c 0 (A λ ),
That D is approximately semi-inner follows as in previous arguments.
Remark 5.5. The use of approximate identities is only to enable the shifting of the action of P F away from a.
A similar argument shows the following. 
So given ε > 0 we can take N such that the second sum is less than ε/2. Then for this N we can choose α and β such that the first (finite) sum is less than
For each β, define n β = |supp(f β )|. Then f β B ≃ C n β so that A ⊗f β B ≃ A n β and so is approximately semi-amenable. Thus there are (ξ i ), (η i ) ∈ X such that, for each a = k a k ⊗ b k ∈ A ⊗B,
The result follows as before.
Corollary 5.7. For each n 2, the algebra A(F n ) ⊗A(F n ) is approximately semi-amenable.
Proof. By Corollary 4.5, A(F n ) is approximately semi-amenable, and as noted there, it has a multiplier bounded approximate identity of elements in c 00 . Thus Theorem 5.6 applies. Unfortunately this method sheds no light on the situation for general approximately semi-amenable B.
Note that the example in [12, Theorem 2.3] shows that the tensor product of approximately semi-amenable algebras is not approximately semi-amenable in general, since for algebras with identity, approximate amenability and approximately semi-amenable are the same, Proposition 2.2.
The notion of semi-inner derivations arose in consideration of approximate amenability in the context of tensor products, [12, §4] . In fact the following follows by obvious minor adjustments to the proof [ Proof. Let (e α ) be the approximate identity for J consisting of central idempotents. Given α, e α J = e α Je α is a closed two-sided ideal with identity e α . By Theorem 2.13, e α J is approximately semi-amenable. Let X be a Banach J-bimodule, D : J → X a continuous derivation. Then D| eαJ is approximately semi-inner, so there is a nets (ξ α,i ) i , (η α,i ) i ⊂ X such that
The following is a special case of Theorem 5.1, but indicates another trick for avoiding difficulties with approximately amenable algebras. 
which is approximately amenable, cf. Corollary 4.7. In [16, §4] it is noted that for any sequence (m j ) ⊂ N with m k > m k−1 + 1, the ideal I = x ∈ A : x j = 0 unless j ∈ {m k } is a complemented ideal isomorphic to ℓ 1 . Then A and I satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 5.10, and so ℓ 1 is approximately semi-amenable, as already noted in [12, Example 3.7 ].
Example 5.13. For 1 < p < ∞, the James algebra J p is the subalgebra of c 0 (N) consisting of all sequences a = (a n ) such that N (a) := sup
where the supremum is taken over all finite sequences n 1 < n 2 < · · · < n k in N.
The norm is a p = 2 −1/p N (a) 1 On the other hand, if I has kernel K, then by [2, Lemma 2.5], ( m i=1 δ i ) (1 − χ K ) gives an (unbounded) approximate identity for I, with multiplier bound 1. In fact, a − a ( m i=1 δ i ) (1 − χ K ) a , so referring to Theorem 4.3, K BASC (J p ) 2. Proposition 3.9 shows that 2 is the exact value.
The uniform case
We could make the following definition. Definition 6.1. The Banach algebra A is uniformly approximately semi-amenable if for any Banach A-bimodule X, any continuous derivation D : A → X * is norm approximable by semi-inner mappings.
But there is no need: Theorem 6.2. Suppose that the Banach algebra A is uniformly approximately semi-amenable. Then A is amenable.
Proof. Consider the module A * * with natural right action and trivial left action, so the inclusion j : A ֒→ A * * is a derivation. Thus there is t ∈ A * * such that at − a a /2, a ∈ A. Taking the first Arens product on A * * , weak *continuity shows the inequality remains valid for a ∈ A * * .
So right multiplication by t on A * * , ρ t , satisfies ρ t − id 1/2, and so ρ t is invertible, whence there is b ∈ A * * with bt = t. But then for any a ∈ A * * , (ab − a)t = 0, whence ab = a. Thus A * * has a right identity. But then A has a right bounded approximate identity. Now apply the same argument to A op so that (A op ) * * has a right identity, and so A op has a bounded right approximate identity, that is, A has a bounded left approximate identity (e α ).
Suppose that D : A → X * is a continuous derivation for some Banach Abimodule X. By a standard reduction, we may suppose that X is neo-unital. By hypothesis on A there are sequences (ξ n ), (η n ) in X * such that a · ξ n − η n · a → D(a) uniformly on a 1 .
Similar to equation (5) following Definition 3, it follows that a · (ξ n − η n ) · b → 0 uniformly on a 1, b 1 .
Given ε > 0, take n 0 such that a · (ξ n − η n ) · a < ε a for a ∈ A, n > n 0 . Then, for x ∈ X, ξ n − η n , x = lim α ξ n − η n , e α xe α = lim α e α (ξ n − η n )e α , x lim sup α e α (ξ n − η n )e α x .
From equation (20) the first factor converges to zero as n → ∞. It follows that ξ n − η n → 0.
So we are in fact in the uniformly approximately amenable case, whence the result by [ 
